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n the oUtersolar system, our sun is little
brighter than the millions of stars comprising its backdrop, and deriving power
for a spacecraft via solar cells is impossible.
Instead, NASA equips its ships with a thermoelectric thin film with one side pointed
toward the Sun and the other toward
deep space. The slight temperature delta
between the two is just enough to let the
power system convert the thermal differential into a bit of electricity-a phenomenon known as the thermocoupling effect.
Biophan Technologies recently acquired
a patented approach to take this thermoelectric technology and adapt it for use inside
the human body. In many places in
the body, there is a 2- to 3-degree
(Celsius)difference between the temperature just under the skin and deeper inside. Using sensors the size of
one or two postage stamps, Biophan
can generate about 50 milliwatts of
power, enough to power a pacemaker
or trickle-charge a defibrillator battery. With more and larger sensors,
the systemcan generatemore power.
"An artificial heart needs like
lOW," says Biophan CEO Michael
Weiner, "and while a person generates
that much heat acrosshis entire body,
capturing it all isn't something we're
thinking about. Our target is all the
miniature devicesgoing into the body:
sensors, drug pumps, pacemakers,
neurostimulators, and future things.
You'll see more and more diagnostics
in the body, some of which will
be therapeutic. One company has a

device in development that has a GPS
built in so that if the person has a heart
attack, they know where he or she is.
Bur that will obviously have greater
power demands."
Interestingly, Biophan was careful to
make sure that its technology would
work in most any environment.
"There's a circuit that measurespolarity and temperature change,"saysWeiner.
"So, if you went from an air conditioned
office oUt to 108 degrees oUtside, like
you're layingout by the pool in southern
Texas, it would change so that the flow
would change direction. Instead of 98
degrees on the surface of the skin and
101 on the inside, it might go to 101 on
the insideto 105 on the skin. The polarity switchesand keepsprovidingpower."
According to Weiner, biothermal
power is something that gets installed as
part of a new implant, not something
you retrofit into existing implants.
Although Weiner is reluctant to speculate aboUtapplications beyond the medical field, many expect certain low-power
devices moving from being worn externally to being implanted subcutaneously.
Biothermal-power technology might be
the key that enablessuch a transition.
Weiner expects Biophan's biothermal
technologyto reachthe market in various
products within two to three years. ..

